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ABSTRACT
. Views on the role of speech in the early stages of

English as second language (ESL) acquisition.are discussed in
relation'to experiences with elementary school children. In examining
the roles of speech and grammar in the early stages of ESL
acquisition A an Englishopeaking elemehtary school environment, six
types of expressive language were observed in children acquiring ESL
in a natural environment: silence, immediate imitation without
context, immediate imitation with context, delayed imitation with
transferred context,Ayntactically broken independent speech, and
syntactically unbrokOn independent speech. It is suggested that
beginning leirels of ESL instruction should involve comprehensfble
input and sequenced unanalyzed wholes appropriate for each student's
acquisition level, and should teach expressive English for
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interaction with native speakers of English: (Author/RW)
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FACILITiTING BEGINNING ENGLISH
5ECOND LANGUAGE ACQUiSITION
IN THE ftEMENTARY SCHOOL

Margaret Moustafq
Long Beach Unified School District

This article discusses some current views of
second language acquisition and relates them to the
writer's experience with elementary gchool childaen
learning English as a second language. Specifically,
the article examinee the role of talking and grammar
in the early stages of English acquisition in an
English-speaking elementary school environment.

The writer suggests that in this environment
beginning level's of ESL instruction should teach
expressive English for interaction with native speak-
ers of English and sequenced unanalyzed wholes appro-
priate for each student's acquisition" level as well
as gipe students lots of comprehensible input.

C.

The purpose of this article is to discuss some Current
views about second language acquisition and relate them to this
practitioner's experience with elementary school children lwn-
ing English as a second language. Specifically, this article
will discuss the, role of talking and grammar in the early stages
of English acquisition in an English-speaking elementary school
environment.

The role of talking in early stages' of English acquisition

Should we teach non-English speakiog children new to an

Margaret Moustafa holds an M.A. in Teaching English as a
Foreign Language from the American University in Cairo. She
has published in The Reading_ Teacher,1 Modern Language Journal. and
CATESOL Occasional Papers. -She is Program Facilitator tor the
.Language and Learning Centers at Long Beach Unified School
District, Long Beach, CA and the current CATESOL Elementary
Level Chair.
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English-speaking environment to speak English?

Krashen (1981) distinguishes
between comprehensible input

_and.incomprehensible input in receptive language. He postulatesthat in a second language spe emerges with sufficient compre-hensible input
r

Terrell (1981), apply ni Krashen's hypothesis, has had,success in teaching Engli to English-speaking adults in an en-vironment where_English i the majority language. He points outhe ciin teach more of the target language faster by conoen rating' i ':mlireceptive comtunication rather than express,ive communi ation.He4.recommends that elementary school ESL teachers concentrate on
recept.ivecomprehens,ihle 'Input rather than expxessive languageso that students can begin to make use of sources of input out-side the ESL classroom.

Terrell's experience differs in several significant waysfrom that of an elementary school teacher's: 1) Ht s chingadult4--; not children.. 2) He is working with related prima andtargettlanguages. 3) He is teaching a foreign language, no asecond language. Nevertheless, he makes a good point about the
effectivenessof teaching receptive language without'the encum-brance of expiessive language. The're are many ways the element-ary school ESL teacher can teach receptive language: lotto,games,-total;physical response (Asher, 1977; Segal, 1980), pic-ture books which match meaning and language (Moustafa, 1980),and songs whjch match teaming and language, among,other things.In all of these activities,

the English-speaking model does thetalking in Conjunction with context and the student simply re-ceives meariingful information about the language without thestress of talking.

Does Speech play a role in second language acquisitionwhen students have the opportunity of a natural environment?Fillmore (1976) compared the acquisition of five Spanish-speakingchildren, ages 5 to 7, learning English in a natural environment.She discovered that the child who most interacted verbally withher English-peaking peers acquired English faster than the otherchildren studied. McLaughlin (1978) summarizes Filltore's find-ings this way:

Within 3 months the Englin of one of the child-ren as measured by well-formed aad varied sentences
-- had deVeloped beyond the point it would for two other
children at the end of a full year of naturalistic ex-posure. By the end of a year, the child who progressed
,most rapidly could speak English nearly as -well as mono-lingual children, whereas the other two children wouldneed an additional year of exposure to reach this levelof proficiency. (pp. 108-109)

F limore believes that the differences were not due to nativeintelligence but to social and cognitive strategies. In regard



to the social strategies, Fillmore hypothesizes that by inter-

acting with English-speaking"children
the socially aggressive

non-English speaking child received hore contextualized experi-

ence with the target language than the children who were not as

socially aggressive across language groups. Hence; the social-

ly aggressive child acquired the target language faster.

Fillmore suggests the child did this by giving the impression

with a few well chosen words that she could speak the language.

She used this language to keep herself involved in the English-

speaking grouv.

The child Fillmore studied who acquired so rapidly stimula-

ted her own comprehensible.input., in largo part through tte use

of expressive language. To her, speech was pot only a result

of comprehensible input; it was also a tool for stimulating more

comprehensible input. Can help other ESL students use speech

to maximize their comprehensible input outside the ESL class?

First, let's examine the different types of expressive language

ESL children use. I have obsrved at least six types of ex-

pressive language in children acquiring English in a natural en-

vironment:

2. immediate imitation without context

3. immediate imitation with coPtext

4. delayed imitation with transferred context

S. independent speech, syntactically broken

o. independqnt speech, syntactically unbroken

These categories are not, of course, a description of develop-

mental stages. They are merely an analytical clarification of

"talking."

1) "Silence" is the lack of speech displayed by an non-

English-speaking child When the child first arrives in an

English speaking environment. This "silence" i normally spe-

cifically due to a lack of experience with the English language,

not a lack of experience with language. In my experience, the*

non-English speaking child can immediately mimic a specific con-

textualized experience in English provided it is not too hany

syllables and emotional trauma is not blocking the response.

Hence, I prefer to view "silence" as a state or degree of inex-

perience with English. How long that inexperience lasts and to

what degree it lasts depends on each student's experiences and

auditory memory and the.state of the- art in teaching ESL.

2) "Immediate imitation without context" is the type of

speech which occurs when we :isk.a newly arrived non-English speak

er "What's that?" and the reply is "What's that?" It is employed
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in the audio-lingual' method and in the kecitation of nursery
rhymes and songs taught- without context. Many native speakers
of English, unaware of the associative aspet of language acqui-
sition, confuse this type of speech with language acquisition.
This parroting of 4nguage confuses native speakers- who often
respond to the meaning of the utterances, not knowing t(nt- the
student is merely parroting sounds,

3) "Immediate imitation with contAt" is the type of speech
which occurs when receptive language and context occur together.
It is the language which oecurs when an English-speaking child
pulls an Object from a non-EngliSh speaking child and says
"Mine:" and,the non-English speak4ng- child responds by pulling
the object back anesaying mMine:" Jt is employed in bhildren's
play and in meaningful interpersonal interaction. .

1) "Delayed ifiitation with transferred context" is the
type of speech'ik,hich occurs ikhea speech which has been observed..
aaki/or imitated in one 'context is recalled and emplbyed later in
another similar ontext. It is the language which occurs whenthe non-English'speaking ch-ild,in- the exaMple above walks up toanother child several hour later after the above expbrience and
grabs an olvjec't from thatchild and says "Mine:" I have observedthis type of-transfyy occuring quickly with a few.scicilly ag-gresive children with good,auditory'memories. PreSumahly, the.
child Fillmore studied whe acquired so rapidly had good auditorymemory. However. mOst children need many, many receptive experi-
ences with each word or phrase before they can independently
recall the word or phrase at a later time.

5) "Independent speeoh, syntactically.broken" is the tYpeof speech which occurs when we say "Drink Your milk" and the child
responds "Me no like." The child has understood the message andgenerated his/her own response to the message. .Another type ofbroken syntax occurs among some children whose first language isan oriental language. We might hear "He is taking three book."
Occasionally, especially in the intermediate grade (ages 9 to 12),
acquirers with this tyPe of speech have as much or nearly asmuch -- vocabulary as their native Englishspeaking peers as
'measured by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (the PPVT).

"Independent speech, syntactically broken" is the type of
speech many adult nitive sftakers instinctively correct in commu-nicative situations without realizing how it discourages Ahe ac-quirer from wanting to communicate in English again. Linguis,ts.do not view_this type of language as incorrect.but the way Vhe
acquirer understands the language at that stage in his/her lan-
guage development. A skillful teacher in a communicative situa-
tion with the student will focus on the meanings conveyed, notthe grammatical "incorrectness."

6) "Independent'sveech, syntactically unbroken" i5 the typeof speech which occursAhen the child who is told "Drink yourmilk" in the example above replies, "I don't like it," or "I
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don't want to" or "You can't make me." It is the end result of

many contex ualized receptive experiences with English. In my

ekperience, non-English S- and p-yenr-old children iith this type of

speech thave usually acquired as much vocabulary as their native
Englislr-speaking peers as measured by the PPVT, while 9-to 12-
year-old non-English children wiyh this type of speech may or

may not have as Much vocabulary(as their native English-speaking,

peers. A child with this type of speech who does, not yat have

as much vocabulary as his/her native English-spedking peel's may

not be identified as a limited-English student because he/she

"sounds good."

"Independent speech, syntactically unbroken" is the type of

speeoh with which the regular elementary classroom teacher is

most accustomed to working. Many elementary classroom teachers
who are unprepared to work with ESL students typicallx approach
the initial oral language developpent of the noa-EnglPsh speaking
child the same as they do the language development of the native
English.speaking elementary school child. With the best of in4
tentions, they t),Tically ask the child a question the child can-

not understand, milch less resped to. Consequently, the child

feels threatened and the teacher feels frustrated and inadequate

when the child does not reply.

It is now generally agreed that the set:6nd type of expressive

language,"immediate imitation without context," is inappropriate

for language instr,uction. The fourth, fifth, and sixth types
"delayed imitation, transferred, context," "independentspeech,
syntactically brokt.n" and "indeyeL4ent speech, syntactically un-

roken" -- are all dependent on previous experience. The third

ype of expressive language, "immediate imitation with context"
is useful-in helping ESL students achieve the fourth type of ex-

pressive lanAlage, "delayed imitation ilith transferred context."

How can we teach "immediate imitation with context"? Krashen

suggests that for language to be acquired -- to become part of

the student's unconscious system of communication -- the focus of
language instruction should be on something other than the lan-

guage itself and that the message be comprehensible and of inter-

est to the student.

In the following example, context serves as both the focus

and the mediator of the meaning of the language being taught:

The teacher is sitting in an instructional
circle with two to eight non-English speaking child-

ren. Through gestures or gently manipulating a
child's hand she gets one of the children to hit

her hand as she extendss it toward him. Once she

has succeeded in getting herself hit, she immediate-
ly exclaims "Don't:" and pulls her hand back with

mock indignation. She extends her hand to anothe

child to hit it and again with mock indignation
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exclaims "Don't!" while pulling her hand back.
She repeats the interaction several otter times
moving from one child to another. Sgon the child-
ren are freely (sometimes too freely) hitting her
hand as she extends it, giggling as s

i
ejeeps re-

peating "Don't!"

After many repetitions, she changes the dyna-
mics of the'iftterac,tion from receptive to expres-
.ive language. With a smile on her nice, she gentlyhits one of the more aggressive children and waits
for the child to say "Don't!" If he doesn't say
"Don't!" she coaches him to say "Don't!" Keepingher, hand on the place she has "hit," she says "Say
Don't!" In the rare event the child does not res-pond, she gives an expressive opportunity to another
child and/or returns to the receptive interaction
described above. Soon each child is responding
"Don't!" as he is being mockingly hit. Giggles .abound. The language, is meaningful to the children.

Once each child has had the opportunity to be"hit" and say "Don't!" she expands the context.
She pulls a student's hail and coaches him to say
"Don't!" and then goes on to tug sleeves, push
chairs which students are sitting on and gently
pull shorlaget, not stopping each annoying acti-/ vity until the ','victimized" child says ;Ton't!"
Laughter abounds. The child.ren are totally in-.volved. The total instructional time for this ac-
tivity is three to five minutes.

The teacher goes on to another interactiveactivity. 'Site abruptly points to an object across
the room behind the children's backs exclaiming"Look!" She gentlyturns the heads of eac,11 child
who has not turned his head to look. She then ab-
ruptly points to something on the ceiling while ex-c aiming "Look!" and again gently turns heads thatar not turned in the direction'she is pointing.
Shecontinues pointing to objects in different
places, near and far, exclaiming "Look!" each time.
Soon all the students' heads are turning in unison
to the various objects she is pointing out.

After many repetitions one of the children may
change the dynamics of the interaction from recep-
tive to expressive language by pointing to some-
thing and saying "Look!" If a.child does that, she
immediately responds by looking in the direction
the student indicates. Given this encouragement,
the other children.may follow course and begin say-ing "Loon!" themselves.

,
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If this does not occur spontadeouSly by itself,

she will change the d'Ynamics of- the interaction

from receptive to extre'ssive language by gently tak-

ing the arms of a caafild and guiding him t.o point his

index finger at sometting and coaching him to say

"Look!" Keeping the child's finger in an extended

position: she says."Sav 'Look'!" As in the case of
teaching "Don't!" if the child does not respond,

she gives an expressive opportunity to another child

and/or returns to the receptive part of the inter-

action. Soon each:child is exclaiming "Look!" and

she is happily on her way to getting a neckache from

turning her head too much. In future instructional
sessions she will expand the target language to

"Ldok 'it'!", "Look 'it' that:" and "Look at that:"

This activity has taken three minutes of instruction-

al time.

She returns to the previous activity. Without

saying a word she pulls a student's sleeve. Silence.

Despite the total involvement of a feu minutes ago,

he has forgotten how to say "Don't!" .So has the

rest.of the group. She says "Say 'Don't'!" lhe

student quickly responds with an enthusiastic "Don't!"

and they take up where they left off before.

Ofoustafa, 1981)

In the above examples, each expressive event is preceded

by several meaningful receptive experiences. This might be

sYmboll:ed 3S

C-R C-R 4 C R
(Don't!)' (Don't!)' (Don!t:i

) C (Don't!)

lLook!)' C-R(Look!)' C-R(Look!) E(Look!)

iwhere C eontext; R = receptive language and F = expressive

language: The contextual-roceptiVe 4 contextual-expressive se-

qdence reoccurs with each new'part of the language reamed.
A

In the examples above "Don't!" and "Look!" 11 have to he

reviewed in several subsequent instructional sessions until the
students have cOmmitted them to long term memory. Younger child-

ren will need more repetitions in more instructional sessions than

older children. (Hence, the desirability of group,ing by age.)

Once the students have had sufficient experience with these seg-

ments of English, they will be able to retrleve them from long

term memory and use thet in'interacting with irheir English-speaking

peers. This in turn will facilitate the students' ability to ob-

tain more comprehensible input from the English speakers in their

environment.
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Tlie role *'of grammar instruction in earlY "stages of Englishacquisition

Should ise teach non:English speaking children grammaticallysequenced materials?

Krashen suggests students acquire structure,by understand-ing messages, not by focusing on the form of.the input or ana"ly:-.,ing it. The message is understood through context', extra-linguis-
.,

tic information and gene'ral knowledge.

In his "Natural
Approach," Tetrell focuses on the message,not the furm. He has found=the method successful in teachingSpanish to English-speaking adults and pecomRends the method forteaching English as a second language. He gives teaching demon:strations of the "Natural Approach" to English-speaking adults inDutch and offers the following as an example of possible "com-,prehensible input" for begOning English as a second language stu-..dents:

'fhis is a pencil. It's a yellow penct-l. Who wantsthe yellow pencil? (Picking student who has raisekl his/-her hand) Do you want tjle pencil, Melissa? Good, hereyou are. Thank you. Now, class, who has the pencil?Does Melissa have the pencil?N (Most of the class willsay Melissa) Yes, that's right. Melissa has the pen-cil. (p.

Is this method of teaching English equally effective withall language groups? English is closel related to both Spanishand Dutch. It's not difficult for an English speaking adult tocomprehend Wat is uw,naam? in Dutch.through ;anguage transfer%Would Ttn 3ng, l Orin VietNimese or ismak a' in Arabic -- wherethere is virtuallv no overlapin vocabulary or syntax be aseasy to understand?
Would speakers of non-Romance languages withno English experience comprehend through Terrell's method as rapid-ly as speakers of Romance languages? The question is importantbecause approximately half the children now acquiring English asa second language in many California elementary schools do not,speakRomance languages.

I

Fillmore observed the following cognitive strategy leadingto syntax acquisition in the children she studied: First thechildren acquire formulaic expressions and use them as unanalyzedwholes. (Other researchers call this "holistic" learning or learning "chunks" of language.) Then when the children have a collect-ion of such "unanalyzed
wholes," they begin to see the recurringparts (If the formulas. When the children discover which parts ofthe unit, may be varied, they can then make novel utterances.

Fillmore's subjects had to tely,on the random language sam-ples in' their environment and good memories. They were on theirown to relate one "unanalyzed whole" learned in one context toanother "unanalyzed whole" learned in another context, It ispossible in ESL instruction to arrange lesson objectives fo help
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students understand the parts of the whole. Here is an example of

how it can be done while focusing on the.messagenot the form:r

The teacher-is warking with a small group of

students with an oraj receptive English language age

uf about 2', years 4,'Imeasured by the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test. She has pictures of various foods.

She licks her lips, pats her stomach, points to.her-
self and then to one of the foods while.saying, "I

like that." She repeats the gestures and language

with a few other pictures of foods.

Then she puts the pictures in front of one of

the students and asks "What do you like?" The stu-

dent points to one of the foods. She coaches him by

saying "Say 'I like that.'" The- student points to .

one of the foods and says "I °like that." She gives

each student a turn to say what he likes.

The teacher turns to pictures of various ani-

mals. With a coding voice she says "O000h!" and

then pointing to herself and one of the animals

commonly liked by children she..says "I like that."

She repeats the gestures and language with a few

other animals. Then she asks a child "What do you

like?" The child says "I like that." She gives

each student a turn to say what he likes. The acti-

vity has taken about four instructional minutes.

The teacher takes a box of objects and puts it

between herself and the students. She holds.a hand

puppet up at her side, turns her head toward the

puppet 4o the students see only her profile and talks

with the side of her mouth toward the students closed.

By opening-and closing the puppet's mouth as she talks

it appears that,the puppet is. talking. The puppet

says to the teache'r "What do you want?" The teacher

points to herself and to an object in the box while

saying "I want that." The puppet picks up the object

.
with his mouth and gives it to the teacher. The pup-

pet and the teacher repeat the sequence a few more

times.

The teacher turns to a student and asks "What

do you want?" The student points tc an object and

says "I like that." (The student is using the pre-

vious "unanalyzed whole.")
The teacher guides him to

, say !I want that" and gives hit the objea. After

each student has had several turns to request an ob-

ject and- gets it, tile teacher guide !. the students to

say "I want that",to each other and get the objects

they want from eaEh other. The acevivity has taken

four instructional minutes. The teacher is now talk-

ing to a colleague who has come into the room but the
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students are enjoying the activity'so much that theycontinue on their own telling each other "I want that"and 'getting what they want'from each other (Moustafa,1981).

In the examples above the students learned a three sylla-ble phrase as one unit. This might be represented as:

C-R C-R _C E(Ilikethatr (Ili.kethat) (Ilikethat)where again C = context, R = recept-ive language and E = express-ive language. The students then learned a second three syllablephrase as a unit:

C-R
(Iwantthat C-R

j' (lwantthati C E
(IwantthathSome of the students may then begin to see (Ilikethat) and (Iwant-that) as (I-like-that) and (1-want-that). If they don't sec it, this session or when this lesson is repeated in su.bsequent ins-tructional sessions, they will have many other opportunities toabstract the arts from the whole when similar "unanalyzed wholes"are sequenced together. In subsequent instructional sessionsthe teacher might create context for such unanalyzed wholes asthe'followAng:

"I need the "; "I have the "; I see the

vI don't like that"; "I don't want that"; "I don't havethat."

4"They see that"; "They need that"; "They eat that."

In the eX'amples above the students may not have understoodtheyarts of the first unanalyzed whole but they understood themessage through the context. When the second unanalyzed whole 4was introduced they understood the message through the contextand had enough information.to begin to Nbstract the parts of themessage. The sequencing facilitates the abstraction.
4

I'm not suggesting
we use-grammatically sequenced materialsin the traditional sense. Rather, I'm suggesting a neW type ofgrammatical instruction instruction where we intentionally se-quence some of the comprehensible input to facilitate the naturalaesfuisition of syntax. This will further facilitate the student'sability to decode and to create novel utterances which will inturn increase the potential amount of comprehensible input thestudent can derive and stimulate outside the classroom.

Should mnanalyzed wholes be sequenced by skill difficultyas well? That is, should we teach "Look:" and "Don't!" before weteach "I like that" and "I want that"? Should we teach "He isthrowing the ball" before we teach "The ball was thrown"?

Oe N'Krashen says:

The Natural Order hypothesis states that students-
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atquire (not learn) grammatical structures in a pre-

dictable order; that is, certain grammatical' struc-

tures tend to be acquired early and others late ...the

order is not rigidly obeyed by every acquirer; there

is some ind.avidual variation. [here is significant

agreement among acquirers, however, and we can defi-

nitely_speak.of al average order of acquisition (lip

r)o-S7i.
4

Glyen the ervistence of an average order of acquisition,

it behooves us to diagnose where our students are in their acqui-

sition and teach developmental skills appropriate ta) their acqui-

s(tion level. In my experiences, if'children are tfiught a given.

segment of language before they are ready to acquife it in-

corporate it into their own language system .- they don't acquire

it. Hence their time has been diverted from something they could

have acquirc.d. Indeed, at the beginning levels of acquisition,

young children are frequently intimidated by be-ing taught lan-

guage beyond them. Conversely, teaching children something, v

hZive already y.ell integrated into their own, Idngitage i also a

waste f time. A lwyear-old student A,ithan oral receptive

English language age of S years, for examp,le, would (rot acquise

more language from any uf the instructional lessons Sescribed, in

this palk.r. -Diagnosing, gr,puping and instructing .bv`broad lovv.(1

Of language acquisition is necessary to ensure appropriate i'aiput

and g:towth for each student.

Hence 1
believe,h51. instl-uction is more effc,ctive in pro- '

motang beginning seoond language growth, if part cvf thv- instruc-

tion includes intentionally
sequenced unanalyzed wholes appro-

priate to each student's acquisition levwl.

(111:`;

1. I i ten a ii What is you r name?

2. 'literally: Name Ir. is what? '

literally: .Name Yoar fm.l
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